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Abstract : The average reliability of standard 
automotive claw pole alternators gliding contacts 
drastically limits their lifetime that generally does not 
exceed 5 years. The following paper proposes to 
replace these gliding contacts by an iron silicon 
rotary transformer associated to an electronic power 
converter operating as a contactless transmission 
power system.  The design process is based on non 
linear multi-domain analysis model divided into a 
magnetic, thermal and electrical part, optimised 
thanks to a sequential quadratic programming 
algorithm. The challenge for this mechatronics 
application is to propose models for the different 
domain of the physic with a sufficient and 
comparable accuracy and to assure a real coupling 
of these models in the optimisation process. The 
method is applied to a particular claw pole alternator 
and the electromagnetic and thermal performances 
are subsequently confirmed using finite element 
method (FEM). The optimal result indicates that the 
rotary transformer is a good challenger to gliding 
contacts in term of compactness. Other advantages 
and limitations of the optimal rotary transformer are 
discussed. 
 

Keywords : Rotary transformer, claw pole alternator, 
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1.  Introduction 

The actual trend of car manufacturers is to 
guarantee most of their vehicles parts, including the 
alternator, up to 7 years or more than 150 000 
kilometres. However, the reliability and durability of 
the conventional claw pole alternator gliding contacts 
is a brake to the extension of their lifetime. Most of 
the solutions consist either in developing new 
brushless machine structures like interior permanent 
magnet machines  [1] or in only replacing the 
mechanical contacts of the claw pole alternators  
rotor excitation with contactless power transmission 
systems.  

The following paper focuses on contactless power 
transmission systems and particularly on rotary 
transformers. Rotary transformers are similar to 
conventional transformers  except that a large airgap 
between the primary and the secondary is arranged 
to enable the rotation of a part of the structure and 
that power electronics allows the use of relatively 
high electrical frequencies (from one to several 
kilohertz)  [2]  [4]-  which made possible low cost and 
high reliability systems.  

Nevertheless, these modifications lead to unusual 
design constraints for the transformer, such as a low 
primary magnetizing inductance. It is all the more so 
as the transformer is subject to the same kind of 
stresses as a claw pole alternator and particularly to 
an ambient air temperature that can be higher than 
120°C. As a result, designing a rotary transformer in 
this context represents a substantial challenge. 

In this paper, we propose an appropriate coupled 
multi-domain model associated with a SQP 
optimization process. An analytical magnetic model 
based on a non linear reluctance network is first 
developed to permit the inductance and iron losses 
of the structure to be predicted. Then, the heat 
sources, the iron and copper losses are injected in 
the thermal model that permits the temperature 
profile of the transformer to be predicted analytically. 
Finally, an electrical model relying on the resolution 
of circuit equation with an ordinary equation solver 
software and the predicted inductance and 
resistances quantified by the two former models 
calculates the current flowing in the secondary and 
primary winding of the transformer. The models are 
validated by comparing modelled thermal and 
electrical performances to finite element results.  

In a second part, the three previous models are 
associated in with a SQP optimization process to 
investigate the advantages and drawbacks of rotary 
transformers dedicated to feed a special claw pole 
alternator excitation. 
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2.  Multi-domain models  

2.1  Structure of a rotary transformer  

A typical coaxial rotary transformer that can be used 
for claw pole alternator is shown in Fig. 1. It is  
mainly divided into three parts : a primary converter 
here a MLI full bridge rectifier, the coaxial rotary 
transformer made of iron silicon and a secondary 
converter, generally a bridge rectifier. The bridge 
rectifier and the transformer secondary yoke are 
mounted on the same shaft as the rotor of the 
alternator and so rotate at the same speed. 

 
The contactless power transmission system is fed by  
a 12-14V battery or directly by the claw pole 
alternator itself and its load is composed of the 
alternator’s excitation winding, modelled by a RL 
circuit. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 : Typical rotary transformer topology 

 

2.2  Coupled multiphysic models 

The proposed model evaluates the thermal, 
electrical and magnetic state of the rotary 
transformer. The model adopts a coupled 
multiphysic structure to take into account the strong 
link between each state. The only strong hypothesis 
is that the inverter delivers a sinusoidal voltage (first 
harmonic hypothesis). 

2.2.1  Magnetic model  

The magnetic model predicts the value of both the 
leakage and magnetizing inductances along with iron 
losses. Assuming that the structure of the 
transformer is axi-symmetrical, we choose a lumped 
parameters network to evaluate the flux density in 
the transformer as it allows a good compromise 
between accuracy and computation time in the frame 
of an optimization process.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 : Reluctance network of the rotary transformer 

2.2.1.1  Inductance calculation  

The reluctance network (Fig. 2) is composed of 6 
linear reluctances related to the path of the flux in 
the air or in copper (slot leakage reluctance) and 6 
non linear reluctances depending on the saturation 
level of the iron silicon material. 

The slot leakage reluctances calculation is 
performed with an energetic method assuming that 
the field lines are rectilinear in the slot, the current 
density is uniform and the iron permeability infinite 
 [6]. The airgap leakage path encompasses both the 
external and internal fringing flux line. The 
calculation uses an heuristic method  [3] assuming 
that the field lines go to the shortest way between 
the upper part of the yoke to the lower part :  
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where Rg  is the airgap radius, g  is the airgap width, 
h is the yoke height and µ0 the absolute permeability. 

The flux depending inductances are calculated by 
estimating first the length of the mean field line path 
in the iron. Then, the non linear B-H curve of the iron 
sheet is implemented with the Marocco formula  [5] 
to take into account the saturation effect. Finally, an 
iteration technique (Newton Raphson method) allows 
the determination of the appropriate flux densities in 
the yoke of the transformer.  
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The primary and secondary magnetizing and 
leakage inductance are eventually deduced from the 
reluctance network with a flux linkage method. 
Finally, the accuracy of this model compared to finite 
element method (FLUX 2D software) is better than 
10 % for non-saturated material and better than 15% 
in slightly saturated material with airgaps up to 1.5 
mm. 

2.2.1.1  Iron losses estimation   

Assuming that the flux density in the transformer 
core is sinusoidal (first harmonic hypothesis), the 
calculation of iron losses are carried out with the 
standard Bertotti formula  [7], based on the 
separation of the hysteresis losses and the eddy 
current losses :   

2
m

2
emhiron B f K  B f KP +=  (2) 

where f is the frequency (Hz), Bm the peak amplitude 
of the flux density (T) determined with the magnetic 
model, Kh is the hysteresis loss coefficient and Ke is 
the eddy current losses coefficient. These values are 
calculated from manufacturer data sheets. 

Finally, in order to take into account the mechanical 
stress, namely the compression stress and residual 
forming stress that occurs during the manufacturing 
process of the transformer  [8], we adopt a safety 
coefficient of 20% on the iron losses. 

2.2.2  Thermal model  

The thermal model allows the determination of the 
average temperature of the windings and the iron 
yoke. The easiest thermal model consists in a 
careful choice of the current density in the windings, 
typically 10 A/mm2. Nevertheless, in highly 
constrained environment with external air 
temperature higher than 120°C, they are far from 
being efficient.  

Assuming that both the silicon iron sheets and the 
windings are thermal anisotropic materials and the 
structure is cylindrical, we adopt a two dimensional 
steady state lumped parameters heat transfer model. 
The modelling of the transformer relies first on the 
decomposition of structure in elementary thermal 
convection or conduction cells and heat sources. 
Then,  the external air temperature is supposed to 
be constant and the temperature of the rotor 
(secondary) internal diameter is fixed to the 
temperature of the alternator shaft where the 
secondary transformer yoke is mounted. 

2.2.2.1  Heat sources : iron and copper losses 

The major heat sources of the transformer are the 
iron losses predicted with the magnetic model and 
the copper losses. The copper losses rely on the 
knowledge of the current in the winding (electrical 
model) along with the estimation of the winding 
resistance. As the resistance R(T) of the copper 
depends on the temperature, the heat sources 
evaluation relies on an iterative process focusing on 
the winding temperature : 

))(1( 00 TTRR(T) −⋅+= α  (3) 

where T0 is the reference temperature (25°C), R0 is 
the reference resistance (Ω), T is the temperature 
(C) and α a thermal coefficient (0.0042 Ω / °C). 
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Fig. 3 : Two-dimensional thermal network of  the rotary 
transformer 

2.2.2.2  Conduction cells 

The conduction are based on the resolution of the 
steady state heat transfer equation assuming that 
 [9]: 

 the heath sources are uniformly distributed in the 
volume 
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 the flux of heat is unidirectional  

 each cell is made of an uniform material  

 PTgraddiv =⋅− ))((λ  (4) 

where λ is the thermal conductivity of the body 
(W/m.K), P the volumic  thermal sources (W/m3), 
that is to say the iron or copper losses and T the 
temperature (K). 
 
The major difficulty relies on the proper 
determination of the equivalent iron silicon thermal 
conductivity in axial and radial direction and 
especially the winding thermal conductivity. In fact, 
windings are heterogeneous materials composed of 
copper (370 W/m.K) and thermal insulator like resin 
(0.1 to 0.2 W/m.K) or air. Their equivalent 
conductivity in term of heat flux exchange 
consequently depends on the filling factor effect, but 
also on the average disposition of the winding in the 
slot (Fig. 4) and the number of conductor per slot 
 [11]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 : Equivalent thermal conductivity of cylindrical 
windings 

 
The modelling technique for the conduction cell in 
the iron is the same as for the copper expect that the 
thermal conductivity in axial lamination is higher 
(generally 20 to 60 W/m.K  depending on the silicon 
iron quality)  [12].  

  

2.2.2.3  Convection and radiation cells 

 
The challenge of these cells is the determination of 
the appropriate convection coefficients that depend 
on the nature of the convection (natural, mixed or 
forced), the nature of the airgap flow (laminar or 
turbulent) and the air temperature since the thermal 
properties (thermal conductivity, viscosity)  of the air 
are nonlinear versus the temperature. For standard 

geometries, these coefficients are obtained by 
empirical correlations like in  [13], by computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) or even by direct measurement 
 [15]. For the sake of simplicity, the convection cells 
determination relies on the estimation of convection 
coefficients with empirical correlations of  [13] and 
 [9].  

 
For instance, as the rotary transformer is mounted 
horizontally, one can admit that the heat exchange of 
the outer surface of the stator is a free convection on 
a horizontal cylinder. The Nusselt number Nu is 
obtained with the Churchill and Chu correlation  [14] :  
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with the Rayleigh number RaD :  
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where g is the gravitational force of attraction (m/s2), 
Tair and Tstator (K) are the temperature of the air and 
the stator, β the fluid coefficient of cubical expansion 
(K-1), Pr the Prandtl number, and ν the cinematic 
viscosity (St). These two latter are evaluated at the 
temperature (Tair+ Tstator)/2. 
 
Moreover, the rotary transformer airgap is the same 
as for an electrical machine. As a result, we adopt 
the empirical method of Taylor for accounting for the 
heat transfer on concentric rotating cylinders  [16]. 
 
Finally, the rotor ends are smooth discoid rotating 
surfaces subject to forced convection. Among all the 
authors that deal with this geometry  [12], we choose 
Kreith correlation  [17] : 

5.0)(367.0
air

airch
υ
ωλ ⋅⋅=  (7) 

where λair is the thermal conductivity of air, νair is the 
cinematic viscosity of air and ω the rotation speed. 
 
Radiation coefficients are classically obtained 
through Stefan Boltzmann law : 

 (8) ( ) ( )22
airsurfairsurfrr TTTTh +⋅+⋅⋅= σε

where εr is the relative emissivity (0.8 generally), σ 
Bolztmann constant, Tair the air temperature and Tsurf 
the surface temperature. 
 
A comparison between finite element tool (FLUX 2D) 
and the thermal model leads to an average precision 
of 3% for temperatures up to 180°C. 
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2.2.3  Electrical model 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 : Electrical model for the transformer 

 
The electrical model allows the calculation of 
currents and voltages that flows through the 
windings incorporating the resistances and 
inductances evaluated by both previous models. The 
computation of the electrical model is based on the 
electrical system simulation software 
SimPowerSystem of MATLAB to take into account : 

 the commutation overlap due to the low primary 
and secondary coupling factor  

 the voltage drop for each element, particularly 
for low battery voltage of 12-14V 

 the secondary current waveform 
 
As previously described, the primary converter 
voltage is assumed to be sinusoidal (first harmonic 
hypothesis). So the maximum amplitude of the 
primary voltage is equal to the maximum battery 
voltage minus the voltage drop due to the switches 
(MOSFET) of the primary converter (Fig. 5).  
Moreover, the coaxial rotary transformer is modeled 
with a non linear T scheme as both the thermal 
effect on the winding resistances and the iron silicon 
magnetic non linearities have been previously taken 
into account by the thermal and magnetic models. 

 
The bridge rectifier diodes are finally modeled by an 
exponential voltage current curve and the excitation 
winding of the claw pole alternator by a R L circuit.  
The validation of the model with the electrical circuit 
simulation tool Orcad Pspice leads to a precision 
better than 5%. 

 2.2.4  Link of the models  

The three models, described above, are strongly 
linked through an iterative unidirectional research 
algorithm (similar to Newton Raphson method)  
based on the appropriate estimation of two variables: 

 the temperature of the windings that acts on the 
copper losses through the winding resistance 

 the currents and voltages of the electrical model 

that depend on the calculation of the inductances 
and resistances and consequently on the 
winding temperature and the magnetic state of 
the iron silicon material. 
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Fig. 6 : Flow chart of the coupled models 

3. Validation of the models and optimization of 
the rotary transformer model 

The optimal design of the rotary transformer not only 
requires the accurate multi-domain models  
mentioned before but also an efficient solution 
research methodology, namely an optimization 
algorithm like a Sequential Quadratic Programming 
(SQP) algorithm  [5]. 

The optimization consists first in the definition of a 
specification book and the selection of an objective 
function, like minimizing the size of the transformer. 
Then, the optimization variables OV are selected 
among all the design variables DV and the 
optimization algorithm is applied to obtain their 
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optimal values OVopt which satisfy the minimization 
of the objective function  fobj  and agree with required 
constraints. The optimal results presented here are 
eventually validated with finite elements methods.  

3.1 Definition of the optimization method 

3.1.1 Choice of the optimization variables 

 
The choice of the optimization variables complies 
with first the necessity of specifying continuous 
differentiable variables to suit SQP method 
requirements, then to perfectly determine the 
magneto-thermal state of the transformer and finally 
to have a reasonable computation time. This leads to 
distinguish (Fig. 7): 

 continuous geometric OV : airgap radius Rg, 
primary and secondary slot length Ls and heights 
Hsp  Hss , total length Lt  

 discrete electric geometric OV : primary and 
secondary turn numbers. They do not respect 
the first rule of SQP optimization and have been 
treated in two steps : in the first step, these 
variables have been considered as continuous 
and in a second step they have been kept 
constant and an optimization has been 
performed on the remaining OV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 : Definition of the optimization variables for an axial 
rotary transformer 

3.1.2 Choice of the objective function  
 

As mentioned before, the aim of our study is to 
ensure the compactness of the structure that is to 
say to determine the minimal width Lt of the 
transformer for fixed internal and external diameters.  

 
 

 

3.1.3 Choice of the constraint functions  

The constraint function is of five types : 

 Geometric constraints are mainly related to 
manufacture requirements. In fact, the width of 
the yoke legs needs to be at least 3 or 5 mm. The 
upper and lower parts of the yoke are subject to 
the same kind of constraint. 

 Thermal constraints deal with the temperature of 
the windings that must not exceed the maximum 
temperature allowable by their thermal class (for 
instance 180°C for H class).  

 Magnetic constraints : according to the 
specification book, the induction in some part of 
the transformer yoke can be limited to an 
appropriate induction level. 

 Supply constraints : as the transformer is 
supplied with a battery, the maximum allowable 
voltage that feeds the primary converter is limited 
to the battery maximal voltage (12-14V). 

 Efficiency constraints : a minimum efficiency is 
required for the transformer  

3.2  Optimization of a rotary transformer for a special  
claw pole alternator  
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3.2.1 Specification book 

The rotary transformer is dedicated to supply the 
rotor winding of a special claw pole alternator that 
can be used in automobiles. The alternator field 
winding owns a resistance of 0.65 Ω, an inductance 
of 100 mH and required a nominal field current of 
12.4 A. The location of the alternator leads to an 
ambient temperature of 125°C a shaft temperature 
of 140°C and set the internal diameter of the 
transformer to 18mm. The key specifications of the 
transformer are summarized in table 1.  

 
Parameters Value 

External diameter 56 mm 
Internal diameter 18 mm 

Air gap 0.3 mm 
Load power  100 W 

Load resistance 0.65 Ω 
Load inductance 100 mH 
Inverter voltage  12 Vdc 
Air temperature 125°C 

Shaft temperature 140°C 
 

Table 1 : Specification book  
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Parameters Value 
Minimal width of the yoke 3 mm 

Minimal slot height 2.5 mm 
Minimal transformer efficiency  80 % 
Maximum winding temperature 170°C 

 
Table 2 : Test conditions for the constraint function 

 
The magnetic B-H curve and loss characteristics of 
the iron silicon (M47) are also added to the magnetic 
model of the algorithm, using data provided by 
manufacturers.  
 
Finally, the frequency of the coaxial transformer is 
set to 800 Hz as it corresponds to the limit of validity 
of the iron losses model. 

3.2.2 Optimal design  

The machine optimal design tool is eventually 
exercised with the above described specification 
book (tables 1 and 2) and the objective of minimizing 
the total length of the transformer. Several 
optimizations have been carried out with different 
initial solutions to ensure the robustness of the 
algorithm. A summary of the coaxial optimal design 
key results is reported in table 3. 

 Optimization FEM 
(Validation) 

Cross section 

 

Total length 21.9 mm / 
Frequency  0.8 kHz / 

Primary current density  6 A/mm2 / 
Secondary current density  12 A/mm2 / 

Primary turn numbers 8 / 
Secondary turn numbers 15 / 

Average flux density in primary 
yoke  0.34 T 0.33 T 

Average flux density in 
secondary yoke  0.55 T 0.55 T 

Primary RMS current  31.7 A 31.5 A 
Primary winding temperature  170 °C 167 °C 

Secondary winding temperature  152 °C 152 °C 
Primary copper losses  5.0 W 4.7 W 

Secondary copper losses  5.5 W 5.2W 
Iron losses  5.7 W / 

Transformer efficiency  (alone / 
with electronic) 86 % / 60% / 

 
Table 3 : Optimization and finite element method (FEM) 

results of the rotary transformer 

3.2.3  Validation of the optimal result   

Electromagnetic finite element method (FLUX 2D 
software) is first used to confirm the machine 
parameters calculated with the analytical model. As 
reported in table 3, the induction analytical results 
show a good correspondence with the FEM 
simulations better than 95 %. 

 
The same accuracy is observed for the thermal data. 
As shown in the thermal map of Fig. 8, only a 
difference of temperature of 3°C between FEM 
(FLUX 2D) and analytical model occurs for the 
primary winding.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8 : FEM thermal results (average temperature) for the 
coaxial transformer 

 
140   /   142,05026
142,05026   /   144,10049
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148,20102   /   150,25128
150,25128   /   152,30151
152,30151   /   154,35178
154,35178   /   156,40204
156,40204   /   158,4523
158,4523   /   160,50253
160,50253   /   162,5528
162,5528   /   164,60306
164,60306   /   166,65332
166,65332   /   168,70355
168,70355   /   170,75381
170,75381   /   172,80408

167°C 

152°C 

 

The validation of the electrical model is eventually 
devoted to well-known circuit analysis software 
ORCAD PSPICE. The minimal difference between 
the primary RMS currents is related to a more 
accurate PSPICE diode model than in 
SimPowerSystem. 

3.2.4 Performance analysis 

As indicated in table 3, the rotary transformer offers 
a contactless power transmission system with the 
same compactness as an equivalent gliding contacts 
system owing to a width (without diode rectifier) of 
21.9 mm compared to 25 mm for the gliding contact 
system.   

The performances results of table 3 reveal first that 
thermal constraints condition by far  the design of the 
rotary transformer with a temperature of the primary 
winding of 170°C which is the maximum allowable 
temperature. The lower temperature of the 
secondary (rotor) is due to its rotation that allows a 
more efficient cooling. As a result, the importance of 
the primary copper losses associated with an 
inefficient cooling (natural convection) compels the 
optimizer to increase the heat exchange area and by 
extension the length of the transformer.  
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Conversely, the maximum flux density of the iron 
silicon materials is below 0.55 T which is three times 
less than its saturation flux density. The underlying 
reason of this flux density level is the electrical 
frequency of 800 Hz resulting in a reduction of the 
magnetizing current compared with a classical 50 Hz 
transformer.  

The choice of the magnetic material must 
consequently be focused both on the material 
thermal properties including the iron losses and its 
mechanical properties instead of its flux density 
level. Stated differently, a material with poorer flux 
density saturation level but higher thermal 
conductivity and yield stress perfectly suits to this 
application. 

However, the improvements of the rotary transformer 
must be weighed against disadvantages, namely the 
primary current of 31.7ARMS and the total efficiency 
of 60 %.  

The primary current is due to the low magnetizing 
inductance and by extension the airgap height (0.3 
mm) which is compulsory to ensure a contactless 
system. Then, this rotary transformer is a current 
step up transformer because of the secondary bridge 
rectifier associated with the fact that the alternator 
rotor windings have been designed with a 12 Vdc 
voltage (battery supply).   

It is interesting to note that the total efficiency for the 
rotary transformer is 60 % (inverter and rectifier 
included) whereas it is roughly 90 % for the gliding 
contacts system. As the bar chart of Fig. 9 shows, 
this difference mainly results from the inverter losses 
(32 W) and from the primary current. It's all the more 
so as the gliding contacts converter is a simple buck 
step down converter (without bridge rectifier) with 
only one switch and associated free wheeling diode 
where a maximum current equal to the WRSM 
maximum current (12.4 Adc)  flows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 :  Estimated losses of the optimal design  

VI. CONCLUSION 

We propose an accurate multi-domain analysis 
model to provide valuable insight into the strengths 
and limitations of replacing the gliding contacts of  
claw pole alternators with iron silicon axial rotary 
transformers. 

The design method encompasses non linear 
electromagnetic, thermal and electrical models and 
offers a precision than 7 % compared with FEM 
thermal and magnetic software FLUX 2 D. These 
coupled models associated with a SQP optimization 
algorithm demonstrate that the rotary transformer is 
a good challenger for the gliding contacts system in 
term of width and also lifetime which is a key 
concept for automotive structures.  

The optimal design also reveals that the choice of 
magnetic material for such application mainly relies 
on the thermal conductivity, losses properties and 
mechanical strength of the material instead of the 
saturation flux density level. 

Nevertheless, the designed rotary transformer 
suffers from a high primary current and as a result a 
low efficiency of 60 % compared with a classical 
gliding contacts system. This disadvantage will be 
overcome in a future work by first optimizing both the 
alternator rotor winding structure along with the 
rotary transformer electronics in order to minimize 
the primary current for a fixed transformer width. 
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